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About This Game

Every race is different in Ignite. Each race brings something new as players try to win by using their own tactics.
The score system in Ignite allows for tactics to be used during a race. Gathering score allows the use of nitro in the race and

converts to time bonus at the end. So short term usage of nitro can help the players get out of situations ahead of the others but
using a lot of nitro and thus score may cost him the game. There are different methods of gathering score (drafting, hitting

objects, drifting) and some cars are more suited for a method then the other. Choosing the right car for the preferred method
and playing out your strategy will make the player win the game.

Key features:

Single and multiplayer game: a 35 races long single player campaign played at 7 locations. Multiplayer game up to 5
players.

3 Brand new modes of game play:

Race mode: A new twist to the racing genre: Players can gather score and burn it away to get ahead or collect
score and jump to the front at the end of the race when it is converted into time bonus.

Knock-Out mode: At the end of each lap, the last player gets knocked out of the race. Those who remain, get a
score bonus.
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Run-Out mode: Players start with a set amount of score, but it is gradually running out. Players may replenish
some of their score with stunts or burn some of it away as nitro but if their score runs down to zero they lose the
game.

3 different types of racing cars: The American muscle, the street and the race cars all have a certain feel which
requires different driving technique.

Various configuration for each car: All vehicles have different settings which makes them suitable for different races
or driving styles.

30 Achievements: A full achievement system to award stunts and special skills and also to teach some of the techniques
in the game.

Leaderboard: A worldwide leaderboard for each racetrack.

Car damage: cars get damaged which does not influence the handling.

Random atmospheres: From sunshiny, to fogy the same racetrack may have a very different feel in two races.
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This game is amazing, can't wait for the goblins and the rest of it.. Fantastic game, remember the best games of the time of sega,
highly recommended. Probably not worth the install though. I played it once got the only achievement and uninstalled it.. Got to
the very end after several hours of play, and really enjoyed it. Difficulty ramps up quickly and mastery of your two-button
controls is key to success. Overall I'd say this is a 2D physics-based puzzle game like none other. Get it!. I have always been a
big fan of Jim Datillo since his release of "Zombie Exodus".( Which I reccomend anyone to pick up if you have available funds)
What draws me to Jim is his style of writing and choices that he presesnts his reader, however I feel "A Wise Use of Time"
sadly fell a bit shorter than I would have expected or liked. I am not going to say that I didn't enjoy it becasue I clearly did, it
just didn't feel like it had that big of an impact on me compared to some of his other work. The characters in all of his stories
are phenominal and the situations he places you in always feel real, and this can be said for this game. But in my opinion of
where this game falls short is consequence. I didn't ever feel like I was doing something wrong or that a choice I made could
alter the story heavily in any way a.k.a there wasn't a breaking point for me. Another issue would have to be the fact that
although the characters were very well made, I didn't feel a real connection to them compared to some other reads. It also didn't
have me yearning for more after it was over or during it to be honest. It was a slow ride that I went through and like a decent
book I only picked up whenever I saw fit.

My review however may be slightly biased becasue I am comparing this work to "Zombie Exodus" which is a completely
different setting. There really is nothing wrong with this peice especially if you are into the "Choice Adventures" so I would
reccomend it, but I personally just felt slightly disappointed in it. I just don't know how to share my thoughts on this piece of
work correctly, so instead I will leave it at a rating. 7.75/10

P.S. He has a current sequel to Zombie Exodus in the works right now. This makes me as giddy as a school girl, also
Jim-Senpai notice me.. defrag on lsd. This game sucks. I got to pumped that this game would be longer, It is great, i love
walking around in 0g, grabbing stuff trying not to fall into empty space. meanwhile shooting at robots trying to kill me,

But and here is the biggest negitive, its only 20mins gameplay, Comon guys, I want more, Give me more. :c

I havent tried the multiplayer yet, but if the multiplayer is fun, this game might be worth the 10bucks, i just feel like i got hyped
over nothing but a short expierence.. I can already tell I'm going to spend a lot of time just chilling out and hangin' with the regal
giraffe in Shu's garden.

This is a weird game, but it is delightfully cute and incredibly calming. Very well done.. Great potential here but you have a lot
of work to do. You guys seem to know what we want, and I hope this turns into a fully developed game. I would def spend big
bucks if done right.
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Verry good, but the autogates don't work :( I have autogates installed. 1 out of 10

WARNING. NO UPDATES IN 7 MONTHS IN EA, ABANDONED BY DEV. DON'T BUY, DON'T GET RIPPED OFF.

I have no idea why this is getting a thumbs up from other users, this game is so very boring, uninteresting and not very well
made.

You'll be bored too and get a refund from Steam and move on with your life. I can't believe I've racked up over an hour, I
probably fell into a coma. I didn't pay full price, I picked up this turd of game within a cheap VR bundle. Lesson to remember,
indie VR game bundles are compiled of tedious, badly made VR trash.. This is game is the bane of the weeaboo, and the better
version of undertale, even if the normies tell you otherwise. Just play it, let it kill you inside, and if you're a real not man you'll
run back to rule 34, devianart, and your patreon.. I wanted this to be good, I love alien abduction stories. I know it's just a demo
but it looks like it was thrown together in half an hour. Looks terrible, plays poorly, and absolutely nothing original to see here.
Honestly wouldnt recommend it even if it was a free download.. The game took the idea of "Papers, Please" and innovated it in
ways that I cannot even describe. The whole idea of making it 3d provides the most real experience possible. It also features
casinos, clubs, and even a poorly developed road system that you are expected to drive on every day to work.

My favorite updates in ver 4.0 is hitchhikers, which provide more revenue, and the new system where food and heat has to be
bought in the form of different consumables, and coal. This has to then be stored in the fridge and furnace before you can feed
your family and keep them warm. Not very significant, but makes it a lot more realistic.

However, the game is badly optimized. My laptop, with an Intel core i7, 12 gb ram, and a Radeon 530, struggles to keep the
game running at over 20 fps.

However, despite it's drawbacks, I would strongly encourage everyone to give this game a go. Especially if they have previously
played Papers, Please, and really liked it.

. I really enjoyed this it adds many new items to play around with and great scenarios but I also wish I could make my own
running set up on the route not just limited to play with the scenarios. Yeeeeeeeeeeeeep, yep, yep, yep, yep
it's DESCENT!. Although lots of people think this puzzle game isn't hard at all and the music sometimes just become annoying
while players stay in a scene for a long time, I would still recommend this game.
First of all, with the beat music here, I say the developer team has a good intention to make the undersea lively and they
succeed. The scenes of undersea here aren't dark and quiet but lively and bright. The design of the stages with the concept of the
beat sound from objects which are interative and those which aren't have their own styles.
Second, the puzzles here are simple. However, the standard about difficulty of puzzles is different based on players' different
gaming experience and the experience they're seeking from thie game. To me, puzzle games don't have to be hard to challenge
but simple to relax myself.So, in my opinion, if you don't want to beat it one day after playing several hours but just relax
yourself by playing games, it's good for you, too.
Last but not least, the game will be around 2 bucks on sale, which is pretty cheap to get. If you're pretty sure that this game is
your type or at least you won't hate this game, I would say it's worth the price with the hours you spend enjoying youself.
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